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JodY Williams - 1997 Nobel Peace Prize-winner for creating an international treaty to ban landmines and

clearing landmine fields worldwide

Williams was born in 1950 in Vermont, USA. She learned to hate injustice at an early age when she witnessed fellow school children ruthlessly bullying her
brother who was deaf and suffered from schizophrenia. She developed the courage to stand up to bullies which translated from the schoolyard to a global stage.
Like many young people in her generation, she became outraged by the injustice of the Vietnam War, and joined the protests against the war. Williams received
a master's degree in second language education in 1976 and a master's degree in international relations from Johns Hopkins University in 1984. 

For two years, Williams led delegations to Central America as coordinator of the Nicaragua-Honduras Education Project. She also served as the deputy director
of Medical Aid for El Salvador by developing humanitarian relief projects. In October 1992, the International Campaign to Ban Landmines formally launched to
end the use, production, trade, and stockpiling of landmines. As the campaign's chief strategist, Williams convinced more than 1,000 NGOs from over 60
countries to support the campaign. In 1996, the Canadian government agreed to draft an international treaty banning landmines. In December 1997, the treaty
was signed by 122 countries. 

To date, more than 150 countries have signed the landmine ban treaty. Williams continues to work on the eradication of weapons such as cluster munitions and
killer robots. Williams joined her sister Nobel Peace Laureates to form the Nobel Women’s Initiative, to bring attention to women and children’s rights around
the world. Williams has been a member of PeaceJam since 1998.

18 year old Harshwardhansinh Zala isn’t just another teenager figuring out his life. He is Smart Tech Developer, Inventor, Programmer, Tinkerer, Speaker, Mentor,

Entrepreneur and Student. He is the Founder | CEO | CTO of Aerobotics7. Harshwardhansinh Zala has created a Drone Named EAGLE A7 that could be

Capable of the Detection and Destruction of Landmines in the War Fields. He is on a Mission to Clear All the Landmines around the Globe to Make the World a

SAFE Place.

Harshwardhansinh Zala- moderator



The International Children’s Peace Prize is awarded annually to a child who fights courageously for children’s
rights. KidsRights feels that children should be recognized, awarded and motivated in their fierce efforts to
improve their own situation and that of the children in their environment and even the world.142 nominations
from 42 countries were receieved for this year’s International Children’s Peace Prize. The winner of 2020 will be
announced on November 13th, during a ceremony which will be available online worldwide. 

We will have the incredible opportunity to hold a Q&A Session with the winner:

 SATURDAY, 14th November 10:45 – 11:30 UK / 11:45 – 12:30 CET



Lavinya is a writer, historian and is the Founder and CEO of The Black Curriculum. The Black Curriculum is a social enterprise working to teach and

support the teaching of Black history all year round, aiming to empower all students with a sense of identity and belonging.

“My name is Stuart Lawrence and I am the younger brother of Stephen Lawrence (13th September 1974 – 22nd April 1993)

Stephen was a black British teenager from Woolwich, South-east London, who was murdered in a racially motivated attack while waiting for a bus in Well Hall,

Eltham on the evening of 22nd April 1993. This tragic event has had a compounding effect on my life. 

I stayed in education and followed a creative path which focused on graphics and design, taking a keen interest in typographical design. After I completed a course at

the London College of Printing (which is now London College of Communications), I attended Northampton University (which is now University College

Northampton) to read Graphic Communication. My working life has been varied; I have worked for the Home Office, HMP Belmarsh, and have recently finished a

teaching career which spanned over 15 years at a secondary school in the South-West London area.

My Mum, Doreen Lawrence was elevated to the peerage as Baroness on 6th September 2013 and is formally styled Baroness Lawrence of Clarendon, of Clarendon

in the Commonwealth Realm of Jamaica. The honour is rare for being designated after a location in a Commonwealth realm outside the United Kingdom, and due to

her not being married the rights that would be bestowed on her husband then went to myself her son, thus my full title is ‘The Right Honourable Stuart Andrew

Lawrence’. Having reached a crossroads in my life a couple of years ago, I now spend some of my time with the Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust to help promote

Stephen Lawrence Day (22nd April). Alongside this I decided it’s time to take on the mantle from my Mum in trying to ensure that the people of today have some

sort of idea about the consequences of their actions against others, I do this through offering myself as a motivational speaker, keynote and public speaker.

THE RT HON STUART LAWRENCE

Founder of African Youth Arise (AYA) and Human Resources Business Partner for one of the global logistics companies. Her challenges and experiences as a

young African person living in the diaspora invoked her passion for the pursuit of positive stimulation and excellence for others of similar background.

Rumbi Mukoyi - moderator

Lavinya Stennett

How to initiate a discussion about race in school & work
Equality

https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/the-rt-hon-stuart-lawrence/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/lavinya-stennett/


Storytelling as a tool for peace building with Rumbi Mukoyi, African Youth Arise 

Future stories: Participants build a story of a future world without any violence against children (from practical to wildest dreams!) in a quick, fun, pass-the-story exercise. How have you

achieved this? What would that world feel like? Who is going to be leader of this world? Who is going to ensure that violence doesn’t happen again?

A newspaper editor is going to allocate you a slot on the front page of the national newspaper so now you have to think of “headlines.” Write the headline of the newspaper 10 years from

now, telling the story of what you’ve accomplished. Pass the headline to a partner, have the partner complete the story and present it to the group.

Choosing Peace after The Troubles in Northern Ireland* with Joshua Eaves, Foundation for Forgiveness and Reconciliation (FFR) 

More info coming soon...

Diversity and anti-discrimination with Cathy Del Rizzo, European peer training organisation 

EPTO will offer an interactive workshop using peer training and anti-bias methods to combat all forms of discrimination based on the Anti-Defamation League A WORLD OF

DIFFERENCE® Institute peer training programme. During this session, we will explore our own personal and cultural identity and understand the ways it serves as a filter through

which we see the world.

EN

FR

EN

life is not a disney film with vincent punie, demens.nu

More info coming soon...
nl

Equality



21 year old law student from Belgium. Meric is a strong believer that multi-cultural communication, an open-minded education along with a respect for the

rule of law is a key to achieve a better world. He will be the moderator for the Education panel and a proud member of PeaceJam!

Lawyer and  Accredited Mediator of Greek Ministry of Justice, she is a strong supporter of Peer or School-based mediation both in Greece and the UK. Last

year she published her first children’s book about mediation, titled:  “The Elephant That Blows Rainbows”. 

Dimitra V. Mousioli 

Trainer, facilitator and educator. Managing director at The Self Leadership Initiative in the UK, she provides bespoke and interactive learning experiences

that inspire and empower people to be their best selves by developing essential soft skills. 

gemma perkins

21 year old law student with a strong interest in entrepreneurship, new technologies and innovative projects empowering societal impact. Frank previously

launched CIVIX, an NGO reconnecting youth and politics through various digital and field projects and is currently building his next venture (Wequity) which

aims to help individuals identifying sensitive sectors (oil,weapons, tobacco...) in underlying assets.

franck laurant

 Teacher and volunteering enthusiast based in Romania, she is the founder of "Game Changers Campina”. 
Georgiana Moldoveanu

Filmmaker based in Birmingham, UK, Idriss has been producing films and mentoring a lot of people in making their first film project as well as teaching film and

photography to various age groups. His passion is in directing and storytelling having produced many projects and some award-winning shorts. 

Idriss Assoumanou

Moderator - Meric Gonul 

Impact of technology and the COVID-19 Pandemic on Education
Education

https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/dimitra-v-mousioli/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/dimitra-v-mousioli/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/gemma-perkins-2/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/franck-laurant/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/georgiana-moldoveanu/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/idriss-assoumanou/


Rethinking the future of education with Gemma Perkins - Managing director at The Self Leadership Initiative 

Gemma Perkins is an educator specialising in self leadership, teamwork, personal development and wellbeing training. She firmly believes in learning through play in order to develop

practical skills and to encourage self reflection. This workshop aims to explore how we are outgrowing ‘traditional’ education methods and need to shift to investigative and project based

learning to prepare young people for the future of work and society. It is clear that the most important skills for students to develop are creativity, collaboration and being self motivated

when it comes to learning. This session is interactive and will give you the chance to discuss ideas and learning opportunities that would work for you.

Five minutes of Here and Now for digital learners with Georgiana Moldoveanu & Aurelia Frincu, Teachers/Game Changers

Campina

Georgiana and Aurelia are both teachers and alongside their teaching they encourage students to get involved in volunteering activities. The more students engage in volunteering, the

more they develop, the more they know and develop. This workshop will explore how to integrate volunteering experience into teaching and learning and using non formal education

tools in state schools. The workshop will involve games, discussions and an introduction into the importance of volunteering alongside studying.

TELLING YOUR STORY WITH FILM / RACONTER VOTRE HISTOIRE AVEC A FILM  with Idriss Assoumanou, Creative Director, No Effx 

Idriss will be talking about his work using film as a powerful tool to talk about but, most importantly, find solutions for some of the biggest social problems locally, nationally and globally.

Learn how you can explore using film to promote and develop some of your own projects and events.

Peer Mediation: Resolving your conflicts and creating a happy, safe school with Dimitra Mousioli, Mediator of Greek Ministry of

Justice GR

The workshop will explore Peer or School-based mediation both in Greece and the UK and look at ways to resolve conflicts at home and at school.

EN

EN

FR

Met zelfvertrouwen voor publiek spreken! (Speak to the public with confidence!) with Reinout Bosman, Speaker & trainer

Sluit je ogen voor een paar tellen en beeld je in dat je een presentatie gaan geven voor een heel grote groep mensen. Hoe voel je je dan? Misschien word je heel nerveus of vind je het op

een gezonde manier juist spannend. Wat je in die situaties kunt doen, daar gaan wij het tijdens deze korte workshop over hebben. Hoe ga je om met ‘podiumvrees’ en zenuwen? En hoe

kun je op een rustige en krachtige manier je publiek meenemen in jouw verhaal? Dat ga ik jou laten zien en laten ervaren op Woensdag 11 november en zondag 15 november! Tot dan!

nl

Education



Pharmacist from Greece. Founding member, president and sponsor of the “Volunteer Forest Protection - Fire Of Glyfada”. Founding member of the first

Greek school of guide dogs for the blind and disabled).

More info coming soon...

Also known as Birdgirl,  Mya-Rose Craig is a British Bangladeshi ornithologist and campaigner for equal rights. She created the non-profit organisation

Black2Nature to run nature camps for black and minority ethnic children for which she received an honorary doctorate in science (D.Sc.h.c) from the

University of Bristol.

Elis is a 26 year old University of Chester and Bangor graduate. MBa Environmental Management and BSc Hons Geography. Elis wants to improve the

environment for present as well as future generations by beginning with the local Nature Partnership project in North West Wales called Natur Gwynedd Nature.

A woman in engineering and an engineer in government, Giulia Marzetti has lived and worked internationally. As a UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

advocate, Giulia is passionate about using technologies to build a more sustainable and equitable world.  A youth speaker, podcaster and delegate at high level

conferences and events.

Stylianos (Stelios) Theodosopoulos

Marii Valjataga

Dr Mya-Rose Craig

Elis Smits

Giulia Marzetti - moderator

"Youth and Climate - How can youth foster Climate
and Environmental Action"

Environment

https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/stylianos-theodosopoulos/


#Talkingclimate with Giulia Marzetti 
An interactive workshop helping people have constructive and interesting conversations about climate change all around the world. Giving practical tips on how to raise these

conversations in your circle of influence and change the conversation into action.

How can everyone be part of a positive chain reaction? with Franziska Finkbeiner, Plant for the Planet
More info coming soon... 

FR

EN

the theory of change with elis smits, nature partnerships
Being a local Nature Partnership Coordinator, Elis has been working with local government to ensure that nature and the environment are at the top of the agenda. In this workshop,

Elis will work with students to explore how to work closer with local governments on the topic of Environment.

EN

EUROPEAN FOOTPRINTS: The power of Stories with Eveline Seghers
Stories have the power to unite people, to inspire them, and to spark changes in our actions and behaviour. In the European Footprints Initiative, we harness this power of stories and

creative media to bring young Europeans together in a joint pursuit of the Sustainable Development Goals. In this workshop, we will take a closer look at the different ways in which

stories can give us insight in large, complex themes such as sustainable development. In an interactive session, we will explore how you can adapt an accessible, creative medium such as a

story to get a serious message across, keeping the diversity of your target audience in mind.

Environment

nl



A member of the PeaceJam European Youth Team, Shwetal works at MediaCom Global as an International Technology Partnerships Manager. Her lectures and

documentaries addressing the lack of role model representation in the mainstream media, led to being invited to meet with Prime Minister Theresa May and HRH

Prince Harry to discuss how they can empower youth across the Commonwealth and by the European Commission to speak alongside the Deputy Prime Minister

of Belgium on policies for diversity in tech.

Shwetal Shah

Amirhossein Mousavi is a 15 year-old refugee boy. He comes from Afghanistan but was born in Iran. He has lived in Moria refugee camp, Lesvos, for nine months

and in Malakasa refugee camp, Attica, for almost 2 years. He has a passion for computer science and programming that led to the development of covidmediainfo

website, a website that aims to inform refugee communities about the pandemic across the world.

Amirhossein Mousavi

A Pakistani refugee, who arrived in the UK at the age of 12. He currently works at the NHS. He aims to help young people in understanding how to create a safe

environment for refugees in their schools and colleges.

Waj Syed

A final year medical student and Undergraduate Research Fellow at King’s College London. She holds an MSc in Leadership & Development from the African

Leadership Centre. During her time at Cardiff University, she volunteered at Student Action for Refugees - STAR, where she led the Equal Access Campaign which

successfully secured scholarships for asylum seekers wishing to study at the university.

Natasha Chlambo

More info coming soon...
Hameed Ale

A youth education activist, Syeda has been lobbying for refugees and asylum seekers access to higher education for the past 5 years. She is the first asylum seekerr to

attend Cardiff Law School. Syeda has worked for Barnados and the Welsh Refugee Council.

Syeda Batool Zehra Zaid - moderator

Reality of Migration verses the typical Migration stereotypes
and their effects on young immigrants

Migration

https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/shwetal-shah/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/natasha-chilambo/


Workshops

Migration au-delà des préjugés avec Maria Afroditi Deilogkou, Vilma QIRJAZI, Khadija M’rabet Ouriaghli, Anita Ikwene 
"Ils n'ont pas le droit d'être là!" "Ils vont nous envahir" Tu as déjà entendu ces phrases et tu te poses des questions. Participe à notre animation ! Durant celle-ci, tu apprendras pleins de

choses sur la migration à travers des jeux. Viens partager tes idées avec les autres !

Equal-access for refugees with SYEDA BATOOL
Syeda Batool has experienced life as an asylum seeker, having moved from Pakistan to the UK. Her and several other young refugees and asylum seekers will use the workshop to talk

about their experiences and answer questions from the audience about having to seek asylum in a new country.

Seeking Asylum: Building a New Reality WITH JJ TOMLINSON
JJ is a researcher and journalist specialising in issues related to migration. JJ has years of professional and voluntary experience working with refugees and asylum seekers, most recently

leading research for the British Red Cross on asylum seeker support programmes across the United Kingdom. Outside of the office, JJ helps refugees start their own businesses and is

an advisor to Refugee Youth Service, and NGO supporting unaccompanied child migrants across Europe.

Migration

FR

EN

EN



Happiness Alchemist, Coach & Healer. Founder of the "Shift Your Reality" technique.
Kubra Ozguvenc

Second year medical student in Belgium. "I believe that we, youngsters, are able to educate ourselves and raise awareness around us."
Oumaima Ouzzine

Head of Health & Policy Program Manager at the Great Lakes Peace Center, a grass-roots youth lead organization in Uganda. He also works at Bwera

General Hospital as a Medical Clinical Officer and Public Health Officer.

Arafat Bwambale

Seyran has considerable expertise in organisational psychology and psychiatry, education and public policy. She has been working with advocacy with great

commitment to reducing the gap between minorities and the majority through dialogue, information and public service.

SEYRAN MARYAM KHALILI

Fatima has a very strong background in volunteering in Bosnia and Herzegovina, with a focus on youth and inclusion.
Fatima AlihodZiC - MODERATOR

Health challenges of 2020 and how to overcome themHealth

https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/kubra-ozguvenc/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/oumaima-ouzzine/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/bwamble-arafat/
https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/home/pan-eu-conference/speakers/seyran-maryam-khalili/


Workshops Health

Shift Your Reality- A Lesson in Mindfulness with kubra Ozguvenc, Founder of the "Shift Your Reality" technique
“Over a decade of doing self-work has shown me two very important points; We create our own reality and, secondly, Science and spirituality collaborate.” This workshop will involve

sharing this implication with the souls who want to recognize their self-worth and how the universe talks to them to live a happier life with ease and joy.

EN

An Introduction to health care, Oumoumai Ouzzine 
We will learn how Health Care actually works, from Oumoumai, a medical student based in Belgium

FR

The Universal Language of Rhythm with joe jordan
In this workshop Joe will share some exercises to empower your drumming and allow you to enjoy the universal Laungage of Rhythm. Whether you're a complete beginner or a master

drummer, this workshop will help to deepen your practice and open up new ways for you to enjoy music for yourself and also with others. 

No musical theory or drums are required to enjoy this workshop. We will use our hands, body and any nearby surfaces to enjoy and explore the universal Laungage of Rhythm. 

EN



Liv, 'YogiOli', will be leading a yoga session that will be accessible for all abilities. Whether this is your first yoga experience or

you're a seasoned Yogi, come along to relax!YogiOli is a very grateful Yoga instructor & Birth Keeper, she has completed her

training in Hatha Yoga, Yoga Vidya Gurukul, Pre and Post Natal Yoga and is a certified Birth Doula in the UK.

Guided Meditation/Yoga WITH Yogioli

Joe will be playing some handpan music to sooth your soul and take you on a healing sound journey. 

Showcasing tracks from his 3rd solo album Life's a Wave, and also exploring the art of improvisation,.

WARNING this music may cause severe relaxation. symptoms include chilled out vibes, a calm state of mind and a high risk of

deep sleep. listen at your own risk... you have been warned.

Coloured Sound - Handpan Sound Journey with Joe Jordan

Jessica will be leading the group in a guided meditation and sound bath experience. Jessica has been practicing yoga for over 12

years now and teaching for 4. She teaches from experience and from the heart to give her students an authentic practice.

Jessica aims to develop growth on a physical, mental and spiritual level.

Yoga Nidra relaxation session - Welcome home to your body

Elis will be talking to students not only about the importance of maintaining a healthy, balanced diet but also sharing some

practical tips on what to make and how to do it. Elis Williams is a second year maths student at the University of Sheffield. 

Healthy Eating for Healthy Minds with Elis Williams



Thanks to support from the Winchester Rotary Club, PeaceJam Europe’s Youth Team have created the ‘Laureate of the
Future Programme’.

APPLY NOW!APPLY NOW!

Financial support to the amount of €200 per project

Access to mentoring throughout the phases of your project

Coaching from Nobel Peace Prize winner Jody Williams, 1997 Nobel Peace

Laureate during the online Pan-European Youth Conference, 11-15

November

Our goal is to cultivate Laureates of the Future that, with our help, can turn their

social action ideas into successful projects that promote inclusion and advance

peace.

The 'Laureate of the Future Programme' offers young people aged 14-26 the

opportunity to apply for a micro-grant up to the value of €200, to support their

social action ideas.

Applicants may submit an application as an individual or group. 10 successful social

action projects will be selected and will receive:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1ZXkYMf3DJLTbniSpKUltanvS7HPeYzBBBxSv-5fi-CY/viewform?ts=5f63381c&edit_requested=true


An act of peace is a thoughtful action that spreads more

peace in your community and is designed to impact one of

the Billion Acts Issue Areas. Example: litter picking in

your school/ community as part of efforts to protect the

environment.

A service-learning project can be carried out by individuals

or groups, and tackles the root cause of one or more of

the Billion Acts Issue Areas. 

From Black Lives Matter to Climate Change, young people

are at the forefront championing change, and we want to

amplify this through our campaign for an inclusive Europe.

What is the difference between an act of peace and a service-

learning project?

in preparation for PeaceJam's Pan-European Online Youth Conference, we have been mobilising young people in Europe
to address the most pressing issues in their communities to advance inclusion! 

LOG YOUR ACT!LOG YOUR ACT!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FePq3agPmY
https://www.billionacts.org/campaign/campaign-for-an-inclusive-europe-lcpx


Special thanks go to those who have worked tirelessly to make the PeaceJam Pan-EU Online Youth Conference happen. Considering the unprecedented challenges

we have had to face, we are extremely grateful for everyone's passion and hardwork and are very proud to be able to bring the conference to as many young people

across Europe as possible. 

We thank our mentors, advisers, volunteers and collaborators. We thank our panelists and workshop facilitators for their dedication and enthusiasm to be part of the

conference: Jody Williams, Harshwardhansinh Zala, The Rt Hon Staurt Lawrence, Lavinya Stennett, Rumbi Mukoyi, Stelios Theodosopoulos, Eveline Seghers, Dr

Mya-Rose Craig, Elis Smits, Giulia Marzetti, Kubra Ozguvenc, Oumaima Ouzzine, Arafat Bwambale, Fatima Alihodžić, Dimitra V. Mousioli, Gemma Perkins, Frank

Laurent, Georgiana Moldoveanu, Idriss Assoumanou, Meric Gonul, Shwetal Shah, Amirhossein Mousavi, Waj Syed, Natasha Chilambo, Hameed Ale, Syeda Batool

Zehra Zaidi, Amir Amadou, Franziska Finkbeiner, Fariha Ali, Cathy Del Rizzo, Reinout Bosman, Aurelia Frincu, YogiOli, Joe Jordan, Elis Williams, and Jessica Gray-

Lightley.  

We would also like to thank the PeaceJam European Youth Team for their amazing work : Luke Addison, Ellie Todd, Roan Hall, Heidi Eggleton, Monserrat Irazoqui,

Shwetal Shah, Fatima Alihodzic, Meric Gonul, Arafat Bwambale, Korab Krasniqi, Giulia Marzetti, Amets Vuela, Batool Syeda, Odyssefs Diamantopoulos-Pantaleon,

Afroditi Deilogkou, Esther-Lauren M'Bilo, Junaid Ashraf, Davit Abovian, Apollinaria Khotunitskaia, Fisnik Ramadanii, Jalloh Amadou and Mustapha Mustafa.

https://peacejameurope.wordpress.com/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
https://winchester-rotary.org/


https://peacejamforaninclusiveeurope.org/

